“...MSPO certification is the answer to sustainable palm oil products...” quoted Danny NG, Regional Managing Director of DQS UL.

MALAYSIAN SUSTAINABLE PALM OIL

The world is warming at a rate unprecedented in human history. These changes affect our present and future livelihood in this planet. We should not wait and see helpless, instead we shall act now to preserve our resources for our future generation.

MSPO certification is the answer to sustainable palm oil product. The certification demonstrated our Malaysian way of sustainable and it guarantee compliance to National requirement at all stage of processes.

This means the plantation and it immediate supply chains were established on land that did not contain significant biodiversity, wildlife habitat or other environmental values, and meets the highest environmental, social and economic standards that set.

We are proud that DQS Malaysia is one of the earlier certification bodies in this country involved in sustainable certification, and approved by MPOB to conduct MSPO audit. If you are looking for a partner who understands your sustainable business, we are looking for customers who are ready for success.
DQS Malaysia is proud to announce Genting Plantations is MSPO certified

Be Responsible, be Sustainable and We can make it better for our next generation

With merely 15 years entering to the 21st century, global warming, drastic weather changes and other negative environmental impacts have demolished the ecosystem as badly as never ever happened for the past hundreds of years before. The mother nature that raised all the living kinds on this planet is falling sick due to inconsiderate and irresponsible behaviors of mankind. We may survive now, but the generation to come may not be as fortunate as we do. It is time for us to act proactively to restore and cure this planet we all live on, for our children and grand grandchildren. They deserve the rights to see and enjoy the clear blue sky, green forest, crystal clear rivers and lively oceans. They shall not have to learn it from the fairy tales from their grandparents.

DQS Malaysia is proud to announce Asia Plantations is MSPO certified

Another responsible organization receiving the Malaysia Sustainable Palm Oil certificates – (Start from left) Mr. Soow Chee Chiang (JC Chang’s Estate Department Manager – Sustainability), Mr. Tay Chwee Leong (JC Chang’s Mill Director) and Mr. Soong Keng Vee (Country Business Development Manager of DQS Malaysia)
DQS Malaysia is proud to announce TUNAS MPOB Hilir Perak is MSPO certified

The development of a nation shall never ever at the price of our next generation and things have to be changed. Standard has to be set up and controls have to be put in before it is too late. As such, MPOB (Malaysia Palm Oil Board) together with experts from respective fields have established a sustainably protocol applicable to Malaysian Palm Oil industry from Plantations to Palm oil Mills and Refineries – Malaysia Sustainable Palm Oil and efforts have been put on to make it our very own Malaysia Standards – MS2530 :2013.

Featured organizations such as Genting Plantation Berhad, Asia Oil Plam Sdn. Bhd (J. C. Chang Pte. Ltd.) and TUNAS MPOB have voluntarily participated in the pilot audits of this Malaysian Standard on 2nd Quarter 2014. DQS Certification Malaysia is proud to be one of the selected certification bodies in this pilot programme.
The MSPO standard will initially be on a voluntary basis for local oil palm planters. “However, the Government wants to see all planters adopting it in the long term,” Douglas Uggah Embas said at a press conference at the close of the two-day commodity industry players’ consultation with the ministry.

OFI Asia 2014: New body to regulate Malaysian Sustainable Palm Oil Standard

A new Malaysian palm oil certification council should be in operation by the first quarter of next year to supervise the recently launched Malaysian Sustainable Palm Oil (MSPO) standard, Douglas Uggah Embas, Minister of Plantation Industries and Commodities, said at the official launch of the OFIC 2014 Congress and OFI Asia 2014 exhibition on 6 November.

The standard was agreed in September 2013 and will be applicable to independent smallholders, plantations, organised smallholders and palm oil mills.

It includes seven principles covering management commitment and responsibility; transparency, compliance to legal requirements; best practices; and development of new planting, with a certification process to ensure compliance.

“The inclusion of smallholders in the MSPO standard is especially significant because smallholders comprise up to 40% of the total area planted to oil palm in Malaysia,” the minister said in a statement.

A pilot audit of MSPO certification was carried out at various oil palm operations beginning in April this year and, as at October, three mills, three plantations and two smallholders had successfully complied with MSPO requirements.

“The challenge now is to work towards widespread national implementation and international recognition and acceptance of this set of auditable standards.”

At a press conference that day, the minister said the government had implemented a B7 biodiesel mandate in Malaysia and was looking at a B10 mandate, potentially by the middle of next year.

He also touched on the subject of the shortage of labour to harvest fresh fruit bunches from oil palms, saying that labour was an issue which affected all industries in Malaysia.

Embass said the Malaysian Palm Oil Board had launched a competition to find a solution to mechanise harvesting, with a one million Ringgit prize for the winner, to be announced around the end of November.

The congress had earlier heard that some 80% of workers at oil palm plantations are foreigners, the majority of which are from Indonesia.
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